
Get Your Applications to Market Sooner 
with Rapid Development & Test in Azure

Every development team needs a development infrastructure in place to 
design, develop, test, and deliver custom software. Without this dev and 
test infrastructure, the team cannot work. 

Implementing and maintaining a development infrastructure in physical, 
on-premises hardware is inherently costly and prone to delays due to 
long procurement cycles and increased effort required. Scalable, on-
demand cloud infrastructure empowers development and test teams to 
be more agile, deliver faster, and deliver higher quality.

Benefits of Leveraging Microsoft Azure for Your Dev/Test Infrastructure:

Sounds Great! How Do I Get Started?

Most organizations lack the experience to know how to successfully 
setup a full Dev/Test solution in Azure. As an Azure Circle partner, 
Imaginet is recognized by Microsoft as having the expertise needed to 
help organizations start using Microsoft Azure for Dev/Test today. 

up to 30%
Cost Savings

when you lower your Dev/Test 
infrastructure needs

Save Weeks
or even Months

when you remove Dev/Test 
infrastructure provisioning delays

Boost Productivity 
when you get the compute, 

storage, and network resources 
you need,

in Minutes

React Faster
to business changes when you 

keep up with changing 
infrastructure demands



“From the five engagements that we have done with Imaginet so far,

we've been really, really happy with each one of them. Imaginet is a 

really good company to work with, and their reputation speaks for itself.”

Michel Thivierge, Director of Application Architecture, DataScan Holdings 

Get Started Today with Imaginet’s 5-Day Azure Dev/Test Quick Start!

With Imaginet’s Azure Dev/Test Quick Start, Imaginet will create and configure a 
customized Azure environment and guide you through how to rapidly develop, build, 
deploy, and test your applications in Azure in just 5 days. At the end of our Quick Start, 
we will provide your team with the essential Azure mentoring you will need, as well as 
clear roadmap for your next steps.

Bring the combined power of Imaginet’s expertise and the flexibility 
of Microsoft Azure to your team today! Get started today by 
emailing info@imaginet.com or calling 1-800-989-6022. 

Day 1
Kickoff, Planning, 

& Assessment

Day 2
Envir. Migration 

into Azure

Day 3
Setup Dev/Test in 

Azure

Day 4
Azure Mentoring

Day 5
Finalize & Review

Roadmap & Next Steps

The Imaginet Advantage

• Experience. Imaginet’s Azure team has designed, deployed, and mentored organizations on 
Microsoft Azure and has real world experience with this tool.

• Working Azure Environment. Your customized Azure environment will be setup and 
configured with industry leading best practices and Microsoft Certified Consultants.

• Integrated Best Practices.  Our consultant will ensure that best practices are tailored for 
your environment and integrate with organizational processes throughout the project.

• Just In Time Education.  Learn the skills you need for your Azure environment with no lag 
between the learning and the implementation of knowledge.

• Flexible Engagement Models.  Imaginet is there to do the work, assist and guide, but your 
team is ensured that they get the hands-on experience required to be successful.

mailto:info@imaginet.com

